The capital of Thomas More’s *Utopia* is

Options:

- Amaurote
2. London
3. Amory
4. Sydney
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Which work of Milton offers a fervent plea for the freedom of press?
Options :
1. *Paradise Regained*
2. *Samson Agonistes*
3. *Areopagitica*
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Who described himself a “classical in literature, royalist in politics and Anglo-Catholic in religion”?
Options :
1. Andrew Marvell
2. Matthew Arnold
3. John Donne
4. T. S. Eliot
Who is the author of ‘Naipaul’s India and Mine’?

Options:
1. R. Parthasarathi
2. Nissim Ezekiel
3. Arun Kolatkar
4. Anil R. Joshi

‘The Ballad of Reading Gaol’ is a poem by

Options:
1. A. C. Swinburne
2. Robert Browning
3. Oscar Wilde
4. Thomas Hardy

“He found it [English] brick and left it marble”. Who said this about whom?

Options:
1. Johnson about Shakespeare
2. Dryden about Shakespeare
3. Johnson about Dryden
4. Johnson about Pope
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
What was the name given to Gulliver by the Queen in his ‘A Voyage to Brobdingnag’?
Options :
1. Blefuscu
2. Mildendo
3. Grildrig
4. Bolgolam
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
“A lady’s imagination is very rapid; it jumps from admiration to love, from love to matrimony in a moment”. Which Jane Austen character makes this remark and in which novel?
Options :
1. Darcy in *Pride and Prejudice*
2. George Knightley in *Emma*
3. Mr. Bingley in *Pride and Prejudice*
4. Elizabeth Bennet in *Pride and Prejudice*
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
What is Quintet?
Options :
1. A stanza of seven lines
2. A stanza of five lines
A stanza of four lines

A stanza of eight lines
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Who is the author of *Portait of the Artist as a Young Dog*?
Options :
1. Philip Larkin
2. C. D. Lewis
3. Dylan Thomas
4. W.H. Auden
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
How many principal sources of sublimity are there, according to Longinus?
Options :
1. Three sources
2. Four sources
3. Five sources
4. Six sources
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
"Poetry is emotions recollected in tranquility". Whose definition of poetry is this?
Options :
1. P. B. Shelley
S. T. Coleridge

Matthew Arnold

William Wordsworth

Two novels of Jane Austen were published posthumously. These are

Options:

1. Emma and Mansfield Park

2. Pride and Prejudice and Persuasion

3. Persuasion and Northanger Abbey

4. Mansfield Park and Northanger Abbey

Who called Edmund Spenser ‘the poet’s poet’?

Options:

1. Charles Lamb

2. William Hazlitt

3. Leigh Hunt

4. R. L. Stevenson

Which Shakespearean character does Prufrock compare himself to?

Options:
1. Macbeth
2. Lear
3. Hamlet
4. Othello
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Which American poet is called a ‘line poet’?
Options :
1. Emily Dickinson
2. Emerson
3. Walt Whitman
4. Sylvia Plath
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Who is not associated with Imagism?
Options :
1. T. E. Hulme
2. Ezra Pound
3. Richard Aldington
4. Edward Lear
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
When was Keats's 'Ode to a Nightingale' composed?

Options:
1. 1817
2. 1818
3. 1819
4. 1820

Which work of Bacon is called another *Utopia*?

Options:
1. *An Advancement of Learning*
2. *The New Atlantis*
3. *Novum Organum*
4. *Sylva Sylvarum*

The representative of trading community in *The Spectator Club* is

Options:
1. Sir Andrew Freeport
2. Will Honeycomb
3. Sir Roger de Coverley
4. Mr. Spectator
Steele at first wrote *The Tatler* under the pseudonym of

Options:
1. Isaac Bickerstaff
2. Isaac Newton
3. Isaac Walton
4. Isaac Mount

Lamb’s *Essays of Elia* first appeared in

Options:
1. Edinburgh Review
2. London Magazine
3. Fraser’s Magazine
4. Blackwood’s Magazine

Who wrote *Shakespearean Tragedy*?

Options:
1. A. C. Bradley
2. Edward Bradley
3. F. H. Bradley
According to Aristotle, "a change from ignorance to knowledge, producing love or hate between the persons destined by the poet for good or bad fortune" is

Options:
1. Anagnorisis
2. Anagram
3. Denouement
4. Anaphora

Which essayist published under the pseudonym ‘Alpha of the Plough’?

Options:
1. Huxley
2. Stevenson
3. A.G. Gardiner
4. Hazlitt

Travels with a Donkey in the Cevennes, a travel book has been written by

Options:
1. Stevenson
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
What is the name of the grandmother in ‘Dream Children: A Reverie’?
Options :
1. Mrs. Burney
2. Mrs. Field
3. Mrs. Lamb
4. Mrs. Betty
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Who is regarded as the saint among the metaphysical poets?
Options :
1. John Donne
2. George Herbert
3. Richard Crashaw
4. Andrew Marvell
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Which character in English literature is associated with hilarious blunders and word plays?
Options :
Mrs. Grundy

Mrs. Bracknell

Mrs. Dalloway

Mrs. Malaprop

A verbal mistake in which the initial consonant sounds of two words are transposed, often to comedic effect is known as

Options:

1. Spoonerism

2. Malapropism

3. Jingoism

4. Chauvinism

How many chapters does Aristotle’s Poetics contain?

Options:

1. 26

2. 13

3. 20

4. 16
Name the anthology produced by the Movement Poets of 1950s.

Options:
1. *The Crisis*
2. *Pure and Impure Poetry*
3. *The Blue Lagoon*
4. *New Lines*

Which of the following is not a closet drama?

Options:
1. *Samson Agonistes*
2. *Prometheus Unbound*
3. *The Tempest*
4. *The Dynasts*

‘The Great Exhibition’ took place in

Options:
1. 1848
2. 1849
3. 1850
4. 1851
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
What is the name of Banquo’s son in Shakespeare’s *Macbeth*?
Options :
1. Malcolm
2. Ross
3. Macduff
4. Fleance
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
*Arms and the Man* is set during
Options :
1. Scot-Norwegian war
2. English-French war
3. Bulgarian-Serbian war
4. Spanish-English war
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Who delivers speech about ‘the quality of mercy’ in Shakespeare’s *The Merchant of Venice*?
Options :
1. Antonio
2. Shylock
3. Jessica
4. Portia
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Tennyson’s ‘Tithonus’ is addressed to

Options :
1. Zeus
2. Apollo
3. Neptune
4. Eos
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In which magazine Yeats’ ‘The Second Coming’ was first published?

Options :
1. The Dial
2. Criterion
3. North American Review
4. Examiner
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Who advised Synge to go to Aran islands?

Options :
1. Maud Gonne
2. Arthur Symons

3. T. S. Eliot

4. W. B. Yeats
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Question Label: Multiple Choice Question

A reversed dactyl is

Options:
1. Iambic

2. Trochee

3. Anapaest

4. Pyrrhic
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Question Label: Multiple Choice Question

Identify the poem in which the following lines appear:

‘Oh, lift me as a wave, a leaf, a cloud!

I fall upon the thorns of life! I bleed!’

Options:
1. ‘Ode to the West Wind’

2. ‘Tithonus’

3. ‘Dover Beach’

4. ‘Ode to a Nightingale’
What does Santiago call the sea in *Old Man and the Sea*?

Options:
1. Dorado
2. El Mar
3. Salao
4. La Mar

*The Bee* (1759) was a periodical associated with

Options:
1. Joseph Addison
2. Richard Steele
3. Oliver Goldsmith
4. Samuel Johnson

According to O’Neill, *The Hairy Ape* was inspired by the story of a stoker named

Options:
1. Driscoll
2. Yank
3. Mildred
Match the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Novels</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. The Green Man</td>
<td>i) L. P. Hartley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. The Go-Between</td>
<td>ii) Kingsley Amis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Oscar and Lucinda</td>
<td>iii) N. Scott Momaday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. The Way to Rainy Mountain</td>
<td>iv) Peter Carey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Options:

1. ii i iv iii
2. iii i iv ii
3. i iv iii ii
4. iii ii i iv

Potato famine occurred in Ireland between

Options:

1. 1840-1844
2. 1845-1849
3. 1850-1854
1836-1840
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*My Story* (1977) is the autobiography of

Options :

1. Sarojini Naidu
2. Toru Dutt
3. Kamala Das
4. Girish Karnad

---
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Which of the following is not an example of heroic play?

Options :

1. *All For Love*
2. *Venice Preserved*
3. *Aurengzebe*
4. *The School for Scandal*

---
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Who is called ‘the belle of Amherst’?

Options :

1. George Eliot
2. Jane Austen
3. Mary Shelley
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Which American poet described his poetic compositions as ‘barbaric yawp’?
Options :
1. Emily Dickinson
2. R. W. Emerson
3. Walt Whitman
4. Edgar Allan Poe
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
When did Emerson establish the transcendental club?
Options :
1. 1835
2. 1836
3. 1837
4. 1838
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Name the figure of speech used in the sentence: ‘The wind was trying to whisper something to me.’
Options :
1. Simile
2. Synecdoche
Metaphor

Personification
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Options :
1. Mississippi
2. Hudson
3. Missouri
4. Ohio
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Options :
1. E. M. Forster
2. Henry James
3. Charlotte Bronte
4. Arthur Miller
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Options :
1. Elizabethan Age
Restoration Age

Victorian Age

Caroline Age
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
In which month does the dramatic action of *All My Sons* take place?
Options :
1. July

March
September
August
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Which place provides the setting for *Taledanda*?
Options :
1. Kalyan

Bijapur
Hyderabad
Vijaynagar
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
The writer of *A Sheaf Gleaned in French Fields* (1876) is
Options :
Aru Dutt

Toru Dutt

Sri Aurobindo

Rabindranath Tagore

The above-mentioned lines appear in—

Options :
1. ‘Our Casuarina Tree’
2. Heaven of Freedom
3. ‘Philosophy’
4. ‘Transformation’

Which character in Kanthapura is “like a noble cow, quite, generous, deferent, Brahminic, a very Prince”? 

Options :
1. Moorthy
2. Range Gowda
3. Bhatta
The fictional character of Father Brown has been created by

Options:
1. Robert Lynd
2. R. L. Stevenson
3. G. K. Chesterton
4. Aldous Huxley

R. L. Stevenson’s essay ‘Walking Tours’ was written as a response to the essay ‘On Going a Journey’. Who wrote this essay?

Options:
1. Charles Lamb
2. William Hazlitt
3. Leigh Hunt
4. Charles Carpenter

Who among the following English artists illustrated the novel, Oliver Twist?

Options:
1. Richard Hogarth
2. Joshua Reynolds
3. George Cruikshank
4. John Tennial

5. who opined that Bacon's *Essays* are "good advice for Satan's kingdom"?
   Options:
   1. Alexander Pope
   2. Matthew Arnold
   3. William Blake
   4. John Dryden

6. The companion poem of 'L'Allegro' is
   Options:
   1. Comus
   2. Lycidas
   3. Il Penseroso
   4. On the Morning of Christ's Nativity
1. Metonymy

2. Synecdoche

3. Mixed metaphor

4. Personification
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
The stanza form used by Shelley in ‘Ode to the West Wind’ is
Options :
1. Ottava rima

2. Terza Rima

3. Quatrain

4. Rhyme royal
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
The last line of the Spenserian stanza is in
Options :
1. Iambic hexameter

2. Iambic pentameter

3. Iambic tetrameter

4. Iambic heptameter
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Matthew Arnold's 'Thyrsis' is an example of

Options:
1. Ballad
2. Lyric
3. Elegy
4. Epic

Who among the following was not associated with the 'Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood'?

Options:
1. D. G. Rossetti
2. William Morris
3. A. C. Swinburne
4. Matthew Arnold

For whom did Keats use the phrase 'Egotistical Sublime'?

Options:
1. Coleridge
2. Shelley
3. Byron
4. Wordsworth
Keats’s poem ‘La Belle Dame Sans Merci’ is an example of

Options:
1. Ballad
2. Ode
3. Sonnet
4. Elegy

Who said: “God’s in His Heaven and all’s right with the world”?

Options:
1. Tennyson
2. Browning
3. Arnold
4. Macaulay

In his famous description, Arnold has called poetry

Options:
1. the song of life
2. the way of life
3. the criticism of life
the essence of life
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Which of the following is not a stream-of-consciousness narrative?
Options :
1. *Ulysses*(1922)

2. *Mrs. Dalloway* (1925)

3. *To the Lighthouse*(1927)

4. *Belinda* (1928)
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Which essayist wrote under the pseudonym of Y. Y.?
Options :
1. G. K. Chesterton

2. Aldous Huxley

3. Robert Lynd

4. Hilaire Belloc
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
The dystopian novel *Brave New World* (1932) is written by
Options :
1. Aldous Huxley

2. George Orwell
When did the first performance of *Look Back in Anger* take place?

Options:
1. 8 April, 1956
2. 8 May, 1956
3. 8 June, 1956
4. 8 July 1956

Which of the following works is not an allegory?

Options:
1. *The Pilgrim’s Progress*
2. *Absalom and Achitophel*
3. *Faerie Queene*
4. *The Deserted Village*

Who defines drama as “a just and lively image of human nature”?

Options:
1. Aristotle
2. Longinus

3. Dryden

4. Arnold
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What, according to Coleridge, is a 'chemical compound'?

Options :
1. Fancy
2. Primary imagination
3. Secondary imagination
4. Emotion
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Which critic makes a distinction between the referential and the emotive use of language?

Options :
1. Wordsworth
2. Coleridge
3. Arnold
4. I. A. Richards
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Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Spondees is

Options:
1. Stress followed by unstress
2. Unstress followed by stress
3. Two successive unstressed syllables
4. Two successive stressed syllables

What job does Farfrae offer to Henchard in The Mayor of Casterbridge?
Options:
1. Journeyman
2. Footman
3. Corn Factor
4. Watchman

The epigraph of Eliot’s ‘Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock’ is taken from
Options:
1. Dante’s Inferno
2. Homer’s Odysseus
3. Virgil’s Aeneid
4. Boccaccio’s Decameron
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Question Label : Multiple Choice Question 

Of which collection of poems by Robert Frost, ‘Birches’ was a part? 
Options : 
1. Mountain Interval 
2. North of Boston 
3. New Hampshire 
4. A Boy’s Will 

Question Number : 88  Question Id : 4548931008  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  
Question Label : Multiple Choice Question 

The first epistle of Pope’s ‘An Essay on Man’ is addressed to 
Options : 
1. Jonathan Swift 
2. Martha Blount 
3. Mary Montagu 
4. Lord Bolingbroke 

Question Number : 89  Question Id : 4548931009  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  
Question Label : Multiple Choice Question 

Who represents the figure of Christ in Golding’s Lord of the Flies? 
Options : 
1. Jack 
2. Ralph 
3. Simon
Piggy

Question Number : 90  Question Id : 4548931010  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  Question Label : Multiple Choice Question  
"English is not really an alien language to us. It is the language of our intellectual make-up...not our emotional make-up." Which Indian English novelist makes this remark?  
Options :  
1. R. K. Narayan  
2. Mulk Raj Anand  
3. Raja Rao  
4. Khushwant Singh

Question Number : 91  Question Id : 4548931011  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  Question Label : Multiple Choice Question  
Who ultimately becomes the husband of Portia in The Merchant of Venice?  
Options :  
1. Shylock  
2. Leonardo  
3. Duke of Moorocco  
4. Bassanio

Question Number : 92  Question Id : 4548931012  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  Question Label : Multiple Choice Question  
Who wrote The Meaning of Meaning(1923) ?  
Options :  
1. E. Sapir  
2. C. Hockett
Quirk and Greenbaum

Question Number : 93  Question Id : 4548931013  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
How many maxims are listed by H. P. Grice in his ‘cooperative principle’?

Options :
1. three
2. four
3. five
4. six

Question Number : 94  Question Id : 4548931014  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
The primary accent in the word ‘possibility’ is on

Options :
1. first syllable
2. second syllable
3. third syllable
4. fourth syllable

Question Number : 95  Question Id : 4548931015  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Which of the following is not a characteristic of kernel sentence?

Options :
1. simple
2. negative
3. active
4. declarative

The word ‘fax’ is an example of
Options:
1. blending
2. clipping
3. compounding
4. borrowing

How many consonants are possible in an initial consonant cluster in English?
Options:
1. two
2. three
3. four
4. five

Which of the following does not belong to the closed class?
Options:
1. determiners
2. pronouns
conjunctions

adverbs

Question Number : 99  Question Id : 4548931019  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  
Question Label : Multiple Choice Question  
How many nasal phonemes are there in English language?  
Options :  
1. three  
2. four  
3. five  
4. two

Question Number : 100  Question Id : 4548931020  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  
Question Label : Multiple Choice Question  
The terms ‘synchronic’ and ‘diachronic’ were coined by  
Options :  
1. J. Lyons  
2. R. W. Zandvoort  
3. R. H. Robbins  
4. Ferdinand de Saussure

Question Number : 101  Question Id : 4548931021  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  
Question Label : Multiple Choice Question  
The compound ‘trustworthy’ comprises  
Options :  
1. Noun+Noun
2. Noun+ Adjective

3. Adjective+ Noun

4. Noun+Verb

Question Number : 102  Question Id : 4548931022  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes
Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1
Question Label : Multiple Choice Question

In which novel, Thomas Hardy introduced Wessex for the first time?
Options :
1. Far from the Madding Crowd
2. The Return of the Native
3. The Mayor of Casterbridge
4. Jude the Obscure

Question Number : 103  Question Id : 4548931023  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes
Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1
Question Label : Multiple Choice Question

Which of the following is not an example of the Absurd play?
Options :
1. The Chairs
2. The Maids
3. Happy Days
4. Justice

Question Number : 104  Question Id : 4548931024  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes
Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1
Question Label : Multiple Choice Question

The epilogue of Tennyson’s In Memoriam is a
Options :
1. dirge
2. marriage-song
3. lai
4. monody

Question Number : 105  Question Id : 4548931025  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1
Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Of the following poets, who was not a member of the Pylon School?
Options :
1. W.H. Auden
2. Cecil Day-Lewis
3. Stephen Spender
4. Wilfred Owen

Question Number : 106  Question Id : 4548931026  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1
Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
In which year, the third edition of Lyrical Ballads was published?
Options :
1. 1798
2. 1800
3. 1802
4. 1804

Question Number : 107  Question Id : 4548931027  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1
Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Who describes his last duchess, by exhibiting a portrait of her to a friend in Browning’s poem ‘My Last Duchess’?

Options:
1. Duke of Ferrara
2. Duke of Milan
3. Duke of Windsor
4. Duke of Sussex

Who said: “Shakespeare has only heroines and no heroes”?

Options:
1. Johnson
2. Ruskin
3. Dryden
4. Bradley

Ah, love, let us be true

To one another! For the world, which seems

To lie before us like a land of dreams,

The above lines are taken from ‘My Last Duchess’
2. 'Porphyria's Lover'

3. 'Dover Beach'

4. 'Tithonus'

Question Number : 110  Question Id : 4548931030  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  Question Label : Multiple Choice Question  

In which year was Shashi Deshpande’s *That Long Silence* published?
Options:
1. 1986
2. 1987
3. 1988
4. 1989

Question Number : 111  Question Id : 4548931031  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  Question Label : Multiple Choice Question  

The picturesque scenery of which river was crucial behind the composition of ‘Tintern Abbey’?
Options:
1. Thames
2. Wye
3. Rothay
4. Brathay

Question Number : 112  Question Id : 4548931032  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
“Make them laugh; make them cry; make them wait…” was a personal maxim of which novelist?

Options:
1. Charles Dickens
2. Thomas Hardy
3. William Golding
4. George Eliot

Which of the following books is written by R. N. Tagore?

Options:
1. Raktakarabi
2. Anand Math
3. Chidambara
4. Durgesh Nandini

The creator of Sherlock Holmes was

Options:
1. Shakespeare
2. Dr. Watson
3. Ian Le Carre
4. Arthur Conan Doyle

Question Number : 115  Question Id : 4548931035  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes
Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1
Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
What is the name of Bakha’s town in *Untouchable*?
Options :
1. Peshawar
2. Pune
3. Calcutta
4. Bulashah

Question Number : 116  Question Id : 4548931036  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes
Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1
Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
‘Nature is the incarnation of thought
The world is the mind precipitated’
Which is the philosophical doctrine that holds the above belief
Options :
1. Transcendentalism
2. Romanticism
3. Naturalism
4. Realism

Question Number : 117  Question Id : 4548931037  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Control Enable : Yes
Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1
Question Label : Multiple Choice Question
Which literary critic wrote *The Great Tradition*?
Options :
1. T. S. Eliot

2. Matthew Arnold

3. I.A. Richards

4. F.R. Leavis

Question Number : 118  Question Id : 4548931038  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  
Correct Label : Multiple Choice Question  
Who had owned a flock of forty sheep and goats in R. K. Narayan’s ‘A Horse and Two Goats’?  
Options :  
1. Muni

2. Tuni

3. Puni

4. Rumi

Question Number : 119  Question Id : 4548931039  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  
Correct Label : Multiple Choice Question  
Jawaharlal Nehru’s *An Autobiography* is also known as  
Options :  
1. The Discovery of India

2. Letters from Father to His Daughter

3. Towards Freedom

4. Tryst with Destiny

Question Number : 120  Question Id : 4548931040  Question Type : MCQ  Option Shuffling : Yes  Display Question Number : Yes  Single Line Question Option : No  Option Orientation : Vertical  Allowed Progression : Yes  Number of Replay : 999  Play On Load : No  Correct Marks : 3  Wrong Marks : 1  
Correct Label : Multiple Choice Question  

In the essay ‘Tradition and the Individual Talent’, Eliot compares the mind of a poet to

Options:
1. a receptacle
2. a fountain
3. a Catalyst
4. Sulphurous acid